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S PE C I A L R E PORT R E SP ONS I BL E BU SI NE S S
FAIR TRADE PRODUCTS

Confusion
reigns over
labelling
Consumers seem to be unclear over exactly what
ethical products are, explains Sarah Murray
With retailers such as Marks and
Spencer and J Sainsbury extending their range of fair trade products into cotton, the fair trade
movement appears to be gaining
momentum.
However, with many consumers
unable
to
distinguish
between fair trade products and
other ethically-sourced goods
and, with some companies taking
non-fair trade approaches to ethical sourcing, the question is
whether fair trade will ever
become a significant chunk of
the ethical retail market.
For a start, British shoppers

‘Fair trade is particularly
valuable to smallholders,
who are the most
vulnerable’
remain confused by ethical products.
While 66 per cent of those surveyed by the Fraser Consultancy,
the communications research
and strategy company, expected
to buy more fair trade and ethical products in the next year,
almost half said they were
unsure about the differences
between fair trade, ethically produced and organic goods and
nearly 60 per cent expressed a
desire for more information on
these products.*

Their confusion is understandable. Certified by the UK’s Fairtrade Foundation, the Fairtrade
mark on products guarantees
that disadvantaged producers in
developing countries are getting
a decent price for their goods.
However, this is just one of a
range of measures being taken
by companies that want to demonstrate a responsible approach
to their sourcing.
Others include certification of
sustainable production by groups
such as the Rainforest Alliance, a
New York-based conservation
group that audits social and environmental conditions. At the
same time, companies in sectors
such as clothing, footwear and
toys have been making efforts to
stamp out abuses in the factories
in which they manufacture their
goods.
Robert Davies, chief executive
of the International Business
Leaders Forum, sees a convergence
of
the
different
approaches.
“There’s a significant merger
between ecological and social
standards, so the notion of fair
trade is more with a small f and
a small t.”
However, Mike Barry, head of
corporate responsibility at M&S,
believes it remains important to
distinguish between the various
forms of ethical sourcing.
“We’ve been very clear that the
fair trade certification is about
the cotton growing – the actual
factories that turn it into a garment are not covered,” he says.

Making a bean: the Fairtrade mark on products guarantees that disadvantaged producers in developing countries are getting a decent price for their goods
“We have high standards at
every point in our supply chain
in the handling of cotton, but
we’re not going to claim those
factories are certified as fair
trade – such a certification does
not exist.”
What is more, fair trade cotton
remains a tiny proportion of cotton consumed. M&S estimates
the world’s fair trade cotton
amounts to less than 1,000 tonnes
a year, about half of which meets
the company’s quality requirements.
“To put that in context, M&S is
using about 50,000 tonnes of cotton a year – and that’s M&S
alone,” he says. “If you think of
all the other retailers in the
world, you’ve got 20m tonnes of
cotton, so no one is getting too
carried away about this.”
For M&S, says Mr Barry, fair
trade is “what the customer can

touch and feel in the store…but
fair trade without core labour
standards is meaningless – it’s a
fig leaf”.
Another question hanging over
fair trade is whether a system
designed to give independent
farmers in developing countries –
usually working in co-operatives
– a better deal can be applied to
products manufactured on an
industrial scale where the workers have no stake in the company.
“Fair trade is particularly valuable to smallholders, who are the
most vulnerable,” says Mr Davies. “But when you graduate to
large-scale industrial processes
then it’s a case of whether the
company has got good labour
standards.”
Even companies that source
their raw materials from small
farmers are not always con-

vinced fair trade is the most
effective method of ethical sourcing. Kraft, one of the world’s
largest purchasers of agricultural
commodities – much sourced
from developing countries – has
chosen not to pursue the fair
trade route.
Instead the company is working with the Rainforest Alliance
to certify a growing percentage
of its coffee as sustainably
grown.
Kraft is blending Rainforest
Alliance certified products into
its mainstream coffees and has
started to sell some 100 per cent
certified coffees in the UK, Scandinavia and France. It pays certified growers a premium for their
produce, but it is a premium
based on the market price.
Part of the decision to take this
route was based on market
research.

“From our consumers, who are
more mass market brand consumers, we see little or no interest in fair trade products,” says
Annemieke Wijn, Kraft’s senior
director of the commodity sustainability programme.
However, she also believes that
while fair trade products have
helped raise awareness of the
issues, sustainability certification
will prove more effective in
improving the lot of small farmers.
“There will be ups and downs
[in the market]. There’s no question of that,” says Ms Wijn.
“But you can see that farmers
who work more sustainably
are more resilient [to price fluctuations] because they work
more efficiently. They understand their business better, they
can look out into the future and
they have access to markets so
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they’re not relying on a single
guy who buys their bag of coffee.”
For some, however, voluntary
efforts by companies are not sufficient to guarantee developing
country producers a fair deal.
“We welcome the steps that multinational are taking to pay producers a decent price,” says
Dominic Eagleton, policy officer
at ActionAid UK.
“But there’s a danger that this
will distract from the public
policies needed to address the
commodities crisis facing poor
farmers and low wages for workers in factories – and one thing it
requires is a rethinking of
competition policy to address
abuses of corporate buyer
power.”
*The Fraser Consultancy, Conflicted Consumers, 2005

SUPPLIER DIVERSITY

A deeper well provides a more secure source of supply
Companies are increasingly realising that the changing demographic profiles of clients and consumers makes the case for diverse support systems, writes Sarah Murray
The practice of employing
suppliers from among minority businesses is well established in the US. However,
companies on the other side
of The Pond are now waking
up to the need to spread
their supply contracts to
businesses run by ethnic
minorities, women and others.
While partly motivated by
the desire to foster a reputation for responsible business
practices, some companies in
Europe believe that the
changing demographic profile of clients and consumers
makes the business case for
establishing diverse supply
chains.
Governments have long
seen employment as a
tool for social integration, so
it comes as no surprise to

find that several of the initiatives supporting diverse
supply chains are funded by
public sector organisations.
It is, for example, funding
from the East Midlands
Development Agency that
supports the Supplier Development East Midlands programme that is managed by
De Montfort University’s
Centre for Research in Ethnic Minority Entrepreneurship.
Working with about 20
companies – including IBM,
JP Morgan, BT and PepsiCo
UK – the centre aims,
through workshops and
other programmes, to facilitate supply chain contracts
between corporations and
minority businesses.
“Self-employment and
small business has always

been used by policymakers
as a means of facilitating
integration,” says Monder
Ram, the centre’s director
and a leading scholar in the
field of ethnic minority businesses.
A policy agenda is also
behind the European Supplier Diversity Business
Forum, an initiative spearheaded in the 1990s by the
Brussels-based Migration
Policy Group.
“We went to 15 countries
and spoke to high-ranking
c i v il se r v an ts wh o to ld
us ‘you can pass citizenship
laws and introduce language
training but, at the end
of the day, where people
begin to feel included
is through work, so you
need to talk to business
about this’,” says Beth Gins-

berg, the programme’s director.
In the US, support systems
for supplier diversity have
long been in place, the most
prominent of which was set
up in 1972.

bers – including public, private and foreign-owned companies, as well as buying
institutions such as universities and hospitals – and,
through
its
regional
branches, matches more

‘In Europe the idea of having quotas or a
selection process on the base or race or
gender would be considered discriminatory ’
The National Minority
Supplier Development Council promotes the increased
procurement and other business opportunities for minority businesses of all sizes.
The NMSDC has more
than 3,500 corporate mem-

than 15,000 minority owned
businesses with its members. Legal pressures originating in the civil rights
movement have been behind
such initiatives in the US.
However, while for businesses in Europe, EU anti-

discrimination legislation is
certainly a powerful motivator, the approach is likely to
be very different from that
of the US, where affirmative
action is acceptable.
“In Europe the idea of having quotas or a selection
process on the base or race
or gender would be considered discriminatory so it’s a
very different approach,”
says Ms Ginsberg.
“You can look at [factors
such as race, gender and sexual preferences] in the
recruitment process but not
add weight to that in the
actual selection.”
Prof Ram agrees. “In the
US you have public policy
requiring contracts with a
certain percentage of women
and minority suppliers –
here that’s actually against

the law,” he says.
Beyond questions of legislation, however, lies a desire
on the part of businesses to
broaden their access to an
increasingly large and influential group of people.
For IBM, for example,
diversity has long been part
of procurement practices.
Over the past decade, the
company has increased its
yearly global spend with
diverse suppliers from $370m
in 1995 to $2bn today.
“It’s an important strategy
that is really driven by a
recognition that we need
skills and insights into an
increasingly diverse group of
customers,” says Mei-Chan
Duan, director of supplier
diversity in IBM’s Integrated
Supply Chain.
However, in the UK and

Europe, making the business
case for employing small
and medium sized minorityowned businesses could be
tough, argues Prof Ram.
He points out that cost
and efficiency pressures
might conceivably lead companies to reduce rather than
increase the number of suppliers. “The difficulties of
getting companies turned on
to this agenda are not to be
understated,” he says.
“But in cities such as Birmingham and Leicester, a
third of the small business
population are minority
owned and in London it’s
probably more – and minorities are a young and increasingly sophisticated consumer base. So these are the
factors that need to be
stressed.”

Oracle Corporation UK: Think.com
engages thousands of schools and students worldwide and supports cross-cultural learning. It allows students and
teachers to publish ideas and collaborate
on projects with other schools.
Ordnance Survey: Its “Free Maps for
11-year-olds” initiative encourages children
and families to understand and explore
local areas to develop skills in geography.
To date free OS Explorer Maps have been
distributed to all year 7 pupils in England,
Wales and Scotland. The number to be
delivered is 750,000 to 7,500 schools.

Pirelli Tyres: Management and trade
unions respond to customers by achieving
a flexible multi-skilled workforce and promoting Lifelong Learning opportunities.
Royal Mail: Introduced Skills for Life
training on site: developed a toolkit to fit
with the company’s People Strategy and
enable them to embed Skills for Life into
the core of the business. More than 800
employees have taken up the opportunity
of skills training.
VT Shipbuilding: Worked with trade
unions to develop an onsite Workplace
Learning Centre to deliver literacy, numeracy and IT training. Employees are
offered paid release and 11,500 hours of
training have been taken up.

workplace. All new starters get an Active
Health Box, containing a Pedometer,
Active Health Passport, information on
the programme and are booked into the
Occupational Health Advisor for a free
health check.
Nationwide Building Society: The Health
and Lifestyle programme’s aim is addressing the causes of illness and generally
promoting employee well-being. Nationwide has interlinked processes to care for
employees, families and the communities
in which they operate.
Parcelforce Worldwide: It is committed
to a safer workplace and healthier workforce and to better understand ill-health,
prevent absences and reduce injuries.
Royal Mail: Employing 200,000 on 10,000
sites, it works with Atos Origin, and
handles more than 100,000 phone calls
annually and arranges more than 70,000
individual health services. These helped
cut sickness absence and accident rates
over the three years

BUSINESS IN THE COMMUNITY AWARDS FOR EXCELLENCE 2006: THE SHORTLIST

■BT Cause Related Business Award
Boots Group: partnership with Breast
Cancer Care, launched nine years ago,
focuses on “breast aware”, by providing
information on breast cancer. Raised
£450,000 with 700 stores involved.
FCB London: with the British Association
for Adoption & Fostering provided a
pro-bono advertising campaign to raise
awareness, with more than 6,500
requests for information.
Food Brands Group: introduced the
Coffee Kids Charity into the UK eight
years ago to raise money for coffee
growing communities.
Marks and Spencer: began supporting
Breakthrough Breast Cancer in 2001,
raising £1.5m for it each year.
Tesco: its Computers for Schools, which
was launched in 1992 to help schools
improve their IT, has delivered more
than £100m of equipment.
Tesco: its Sport for Schools and Clubs
is a voucher collection scheme and has
given £9m of equipment and sports
coaching in the first year.
■BUPA Healthy Communities Award
BT: its Community Connections has
invested in excess of £3.6m providing IT
equipment to almost 5,000 voluntary
groups across the UK.
Experian: developed “On Track”, a drug
education programme for six and seven
year-olds to reduce drug-fuelled crime in

HMP Kilmarnock Serco – Home Affairs:
HMP Kilmarnock works with the Lighthouse Foundation to provide support and
training and families to help with rehabilitation following release.
John Lewis Partnership: created its
independent charity, the Golden Jubilee
Trust, in 2000 to provide a forum
through which staff volunteer to
support charities for six months.
Pfizer (Sandwich): Healthy Communities
Programme provides funds for
community programmes, gifts in kind
and employee time to improve skills
and health in East Kent.
RWE npower: provided £7.2m to Health
Through Warmth, which alleviates
health problems experienced by people
resulting from, or exacerbated by, cold,
damp living conditions.
■Citigroup International Award
Accenture: its Development Partnerships
provides a blueprint for engagement in
development and demonstrates how
business can contribute towards the
Millennium Development Goals.
BT (with Disasters Emergency Committee:
The Tsunami Appeal and beyond):
supports leading UK telethons, including
network management and telephony,
recruitment of call centres and
volunteers, fundraising and PR.
Impact Development Training Group:
mobilised a team – the Zambia HIV/AIDS
Leadership Forum – that introduced a
model of leadership for agencies.
SABMiller: Zambian Breweries programme
focuses on three areas: development of
agriculture, limiting environmental impact
and preventing the spread of HIV/AIDS.
■EDF Energy Environmental Award
Co-operative Financial Services: Its Ethical Policy stipulates it will not invest in

to clients and business partners and helps
in securing planning permission. These
activities have resulted in significant CO2
reductions, energy cost savings and
£33,000 in income.
Meadowhall Centre: In 1992 it became
the first UK shopping centre to establish
a Green Action Plan. It works with energy
suppliers, cleaning, and security and maintenance teams to monitor energy use.
Meadowhall Centre: It developed a waste
management strategy. In 2005, the centre
generated 5,258 tonnes of waste, of which
3,413 tonnes were recycled.
Rockwool: It has invested more than
£12m in environmental improvements and
committed to meeting energy targets up
to 2010. In 2004 it improved on the
requirements of the Climate Change
Agreement target by more than 6.5 per
cent.
ScotAsh: It is a joint venture between
Scottish Power and Lafarge Cement UK,
formed to recycle a Scottish power station’s ash output into construction products using recycled pulverised fuel ash.
■Employability Award
Bain & Company: Its employees’
support for Business Action on
Homelessness has resulted in an
initiative to help the homeless re-enter
work through placements.
Deloitte & Touche: It helps to equip
young people with skills they need for
employment. Courses are delivered by FE
Colleges and focus on students from
disadvantaged backgrounds. More than
70 companies are involved and have provided job placements and employment.
Marks and Spencer: Its Marks & Start
programme runs in 300 stores and provided work experience to more than
2,500 who faced barriers to getting a job,
including homelessness, the disabled,

Meadowhall Centre: The Source is an
innovative £5.5m training and development centre. Set up as a charity with
Sheffield City Council, it has improved
employability skills of more than 500.
■HBOS Supply Chain Award
Anglian Water: has supported the introduction of the Verify Scheme, which
provides accreditation for suppliers and
contractors, setting health and safety
and environmental standards.
John Lewis Partnership: with more than
1,500 suppliers in 60 countries, Waitrose
is committed to ensuring products are
sustainable and responsibly sourced.
Kraft Foods: is committed to buying coffee from sustainable sources. This has
benefited more than 100,000 farmers and
preserved 50,000 acres of forest.
■Impact on Society Award
Barclays: Each year it consults investors,
NGOs, consumer groups, government
media and CR specialists on corporate
responsibility.
Boots Group: Programmes include the
use of recycled materials to reduce
costs; supplier verification programme to
build better relationships with suppliers.
Marks and Spencer: corporate
responsibility programme helps to draw
shoppers to stores, attract and retain
staff, make it a partner of choice with
suppliers and create value.
RWE npower: By focusing on customers
it has cut complaints to the watchdog by
36 per cent and service satisfaction has
risen to 80 per cent.
■Impact on Society Award for Small
Companies
Fonebak: the leader in mobile phone
reuse and recycling. It works with UK
wireless operators to reuse mobile

(This is the same entry as for the
Vodafone Innovation Award.)
Futures Supplies & Support Services:
trade supplier of washroom, products.
Having worked as part of Croydon Council’s Employability Project offering care
leavers 12 week work placements, 30 per
cent of its workforce is from this scheme.
Happy: an IT training provider, has developed purchasing policies to ensure its
values are shared by suppliers and customers. As well as addressing social needs
in the UK it has developed sustainable
training in Africa.
Impact Development Training Group:
designs and delivers experiential learning
programmes with minimum impact on the
environment. Unusually for a small enterprise, it has signed up to the UN Global
Compact.
iMPOWER Consulting: developed a community programme. Its financial and
in-kind support to Kidscape charity partnered them with a local primary school
to educate more than 300 children about
bullying. Some 92 per cent of staff say
the programme had a positive impact.
■Merrill Lynch Investing in Young
People Award
Allen & Overy LLP: Its education,
employment and lifelong learning
schemes aim to raise the achievement
of young people. Since 1999, 1,300 staff
have participated, helping more than
1,500 children.
BAE Systems: Its education programme
focuses on improving opportunities for
young people from deprived communities.
Experian: It developed the Nottingham
Forest Study Support Centre at football
clubs and other sports grounds to raise
educational attainment, improve employability and reduce drug related crime.
Norwich Union: The “Young Lives, Our

■Morgan Stanley Diversity Award
British Transport Police: Its programme
“Valuing the Difference” works to attract
and retain a diverse workforce that
represents the community in which it
operates.
Ford: Its Driving Diversity programme
ensures Ford remains an employer of
choice providing the best service to
employees and external customers.
Northbrook Technology: Its “Diversity
and Equality Programme” fostered a
diverse workforce and supportive system
that includes a high representation of
migrant workers and females in a male
dominated industry.
PwC: Its diversity strategy is an integrated
approach embedding diversity throughout
the talent cycle of recruitment, development and retention.
■Rentokil Initial Skills for Life Award
Co-operative Group: With clients and
suppliers has developed the Centre of
Excellence for Cleaning offering professional training and development opportunities for cleaning operatives – it has
delivered more than 3,500 hours of staff
training since 2003.
First UK Bus: With the Transport &

■Rural Action Award
BT Northern Ireland: BT’s commitment
to promote “digital inclusion” has
assisted the region to become the first
in the UK and one of the first in the
world where all have access to
broadband.
Cadbury Trebor Bassett: its site in Chirk,
North Wales has implemented a community engagement programme. More than
80 per cent of staff are involved in
initiatives to help homeless and youth
groups and local environment.
Ensors Gloucestershire: a red meat processor based in Gloucestershire has introduced a training scheme for farmers to
improve butchery and business skills. This
has helped farmers to have more sustainable businesses and had a positive impact
on rural economy. It also created an
organic home delivery service.
Weetons: Its food hall in Harrogate promotes local produce and supports the
farming community and has become a
route to market for 45 local food producers.

■Vodafone Marketplace Innovation
Award
Enviro-Fresh: developed washroom products for urinals including the Sani-Sleeve,
allowing water flushing frequency to be
reduced by up to 90 per cent and
minimising blockage and smells.
Fonebak: reuse mobile phones.
Redeem: recovers printer cartridges and
mobile phones for reuse and recycling.
Innovative collection programme combines recycling with raising funds for
charities. Recycool, The Recycling Appeals
and schools programme has raised £1.9m
for good causes and diverted 3,682 tonnes
of product from landfill.
The Kent Art Printers: installation of
the Kodak Thermal Direct printing plate
eliminates water, chemistry, processors
and hazardous waste from the pre-press

